Quote: "A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way."
- John C. Maxwell

FEATURED COURSE:
HAPPY HOUR BOOK CLUB

Are you happy at work? It's an important question! Explore Alex Kjerulf's book about how we can create an environment of happiness at work.

DATE: STARTS 4/18 & ENDS 5/23 (CHECK COMPASS FOR ALL DATES)
TIME: 8:30AM TILL 9:30AM
PLACE: MEMORIAL PRESIDENT'S ROOM

Register today in Baylor Compass

ARTICLE

Email Matters
by: Danielle Williams
Learn and Lead Contributor

TOOLTIP

Performance Root Diagnostic Tool - What is at the root cause of a performance issue?

MANAGER’S CORNER:

The Staff Performance Feedback Process opens March 1st and ends April 30th. Help your staff stick to deadlines.

QUESTIONS?: EMAIL LEARNANDLEAD@BAYLOR.EDU